Outlaw Camp Bulletin
March 11,2017

Another rainy day at Outlaw Camp. I used to say that real cowboys shoot in the rain, but we have
learned that real cowboys stay dry and still shoot!
We had a lot of clean stages shot but only two clean matches, Tombstone Shadow and Pepper
Pete. We were a small group, but we really had a fun shoot. By having our targets already set up
all we had to do was dust off the stages that Stumpman had written a while back and move a few
things around in the barn and we were high and dry and ready to go! We did have to send
Arkansas Harper out in the rain a couple of times to take down a few targets when we went from
a five to a four and then to a three, target set-up but he didn’t melt so all went well. We had one
guest, Roy Sackett’s brother who picked up brass all day. We are looking forward to his
participating as a shooter!
The little cold spell and rain scared some off this weekend but spring is just around the corner
and better weather is on the way, so dust off those fire-arms and come on out and shoot with
us, remember we shoot rain or shine!
Just a word about safety, anytime a firearm is brought into battery, (lever closed, action closed)
etc. it can fire if a round is in the chamber. For that reason, when the action is closed on a shotgun
or the lever is shut on the rifle, or a pistol cocked they should be pointed downrange in such a
manner that the round will not go over a berm, or be discharged into the ground at less than 10
feet from you. Rifles should not really be levered until they are at your shoulder, you shouldn’t
fire it until it is so positioned so when you pick it up, just get it to the shoulder as quickly as
possible, chamber a round and fire. When drawing a pistol be certain that it is at least a 45-degree
angle downrange prior to cocking. With all firearms, your finger should not be on the trigger until
you are ready to fire. This may be brief and oversimplified to some extent so if you have questions
just corner me at the next shoot. The only safe firearm is one that is pointed in a safe direction!
I have just seen too many AD’s in my lifetime when the firearm in question had discharged
unexpectedly, that is why I always say keep ‘em pointed downrange!
Remember that we shoot every second, fourth and fifth (when they come around) Saturdays so
come on out and join us. April will have five Saturdays!
If you haven’t gotten your dues in remember to do so.

Well I better get ready to head out to Ft. Smith and “Hell on the Border” this weekend. Looking
for great weather and a great shoot come on out and join us. If you haven’t gotten your entry in
check the “Judge Parkers Marshal’s” web-site and call a contact person.
Don’t forget to wear your green on St. Patrick’s day and always………..
“KEEP ‘EM POINTED DOWNRANGE”

OZARK OUTLAW

Upcoming Events of Interest:
Mar. 17-19

Hell on the Border the Arkansas State Wild Bunch Championship

Sat. Mar. 25 shoot “Outlaw Camp: 4th Sat., shooter mtg. 9:45 shoot 10:00
Sat. Apr. 1

shoot “MVV” shooter mtg. 9:45 shoot 10:00

Sat. Apr. 8

shoot “Outlaw Camp” shooter mtg. 9:45 shoot 10:00

Sat. Apr. 22

shoot “Outlaw Camp” 4th Sat.

Sat. Apr. 29

shoot “Outlaw Camp” Fun Fifth Sat.” shooter mtg. 9:45 shoot 10:00

Sat. May 6

shoot “MVV”

Sat. May 13

shoot “Outlaw Camp”

For shoots at other clubs in Arkansas check their websites.
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